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The Basics of Drift Trikes and Why They Are So Popular 

When you are riding a bike, you’re biking; probably across a field of daisies on a butterfly 
encrusted spring road. But when you’re riding a trike built for adrenaline junkie adults who value tight 
curves, downhill speed-induced rushes and dust-spewing 360’s, you are most certainly triking. Drift 
trikes are just tricycles (two wheels in back and one in the front), but these muscle trikes are specifically 
manufactured with tweaked frames that can grip the road in the same fascinating way a ski or 
skateboard would. Drift trikes use slippery material, like PVC, on its back wheels, which increases the 
likelihood of loss of traction, with brakes and rubber wheels in the front. That’s how the “drift” is 
formed.  

ORIGIN AND POPULARITY 

https://deadeyedrifters.com/
https://www.google.com/trends/explore#q=drift%20trike


The graph below is data compiled by Google Trends. It shows how swift to popularity drift trikes 
rose. Triking began gaining interest across the globe in 2011 but the sport originated in New Zealand two 
years prior and is now backed by companies such as Red Bull, Madazz Trikes, Airwalk, Huffy and Trek. The 
popularity of drift triking can be attributed to 3 key factors: 

1) Ease of build 
2) Affordability 
3) YouTube Videos 

 
Drift Triking is so infamous that you can readily find a drift trike crew to explore the triking world 

and compete against other trikers. Meet people all over the nation that have the same passion as you 
and share drift techniques and show off your drift maker. Motorcycle gangs had better watch out! 

DEADEYE DRIFTERS NATIONAL 
Deadeye Drifters is now one of the leaders in the manufacturing and dealing of drift trikes and 

we continue to grow nationally. At Deadeye, you can buy parts to build a homemade trike with our DIY 
trike kits. Because drift trikes are highly customizable, they can come in many forms and sizes, using 
varying drift trike plans and drift trike parts such as a freewheel hub, front end pegs, axles and more. 
With a properly built drift trike, you can drift on speeds up to 70 mph! Additionally, a solid frame and 
smooth road is imperative to the perfect drift without any safety concerns. Drift trikes aren’t as 
cumbersome to build as a motorcycle or automobile, and don’t come with all the legalities either, but 
attention to detail is key.  

With increasing awareness of drift trikes, they are becoming more and more affordable each 
year, often selling out in minutes from when they are made! If you’d rather leave the design and 
building up to us, we are professional welders with lifetime experience in drift trike manufacturing and 
other fabrication skills in the field. Our partners and riders at Deadeye Drifters love to catch wind on 
cam. Not only do we make the most awesome drift trikes near you, we also show you tricks and 
techniques so you can get the best out of your ride! Check out our YouTube video below to see what we 
mean: 

 
Motorized Big Wheel Drift Trike - Deadeye Drifters 

 
 

Interested in triking yet? Get a Deadeye Trike today and feel the difference! 
 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UChXUV6hAsnG-hqzooZIZBJQ
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UChXUV6hAsnG-hqzooZIZBJQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NozWMGLpdP8
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What Type of Epic Drift Trike Do You Need to Purchase? 

 There are 3 major trike types that differ in the mechanics of energy. What makes a trike go? 
What parts contribute to a trike’s speed, balance and motion? When buying a trike, you have to know 
the purpose of your drift: uphill, downhill, or flat stretches. At Deadeye Drifters, we can match you with 
your trike type based on your personality! Take our Deadeye Trike Quiz and try one of our trikes today! 

 



DRIFT TRIKES EXPLAINED  
Below are the possible results of your drift trike personality quiz and the subsequent differences, pros 
and cons, of each drift trike. Regardless of what trike you are, you should explore the best drift trike for 
your needs. 

Gravity drift trikes – You should purchase a gravity drift kite! Your Gravity Drift 
Trike personality: when you’re up, you’re up and when you’re down, you’re down. 
You are the OG of drift trikes. You value the easy, inexpensive, more primordial 
ways of going about life. You’ve got beginner’s luck when it comes to adventure, just 
be careful because your foot power only works downhill.  

• These types of drift trikes are great for inexperienced or brand new riders to the drift trike 
scene. Gravity trikes do not rely on any motor or electricity to power its forward motion, instead 
the mechanics of this type of trike rely solely on your feet. You will gain expert maneuvering 
knowledge when riding a gravity trike, as breaking and pedaling are the required maneuvers. 
Gravity drift trikes are the cheapest drift trikes due to their simplicity and ease of use but it can 
be laboring if you have to pedal uphill or pedal back to where you started.  

Electric drift trikes – You should purchase an Electric drift kite! Your Electric 
Drift Trike personality: you are a burst of energy but be careful, as you burn out 
easily. You tend to wear your heart on your sleeve which makes it more difficult for 
you to accomplish your goals. You often get too bored too fast and quickly become 
fatigued. Your trike has a lot of forward motion and power across any incline but will 
need constant charge. Even still, your electric trike will give you the instant 
gratification you are looking for without the inflated costs. 

• The second class of drift trikes utilize electricity to fund the power source. This opens up a world 
of possibilities if hills or declines are not available to produce a drift. Electric trikes are 
intermediate when it comes to price (not as expensive as a motorized trike, not as cheap as a 
gravity trike) so it’s a substantial upgrade. Keep in mind that a charge on an electric drift trike 
won’t take you triking for more than an hour so if you are looking to compete or do some 
extensive triking, consider a motorized drift trike. 

Motorized drift trikes – You should purchase a Motorized drift kite! Your 
Motorized Drift Trike personality: you love being the center of attention but 
sometimes you need other’s approval before you feel comfortable. You are the 
dangerous and adventurous type, hyper and full of energy, reaching peak speeds 
with ease. You are the life of the party and can shake it up in any atmosphere. Your 
trike needs fuel for the motor so can get costly, but has the advantage of being able 
to traverse uphill, downhill and on flat surfaces. 

• Motorized drift trikes are gas-powered with a customized drift trike engine and thus a bit more 
expensive to operate. They make up for it however with the increased capability of max speed, 
handle and grip. These types of drift trikes are suitable for anyone’s weight class because the 
motor gives that extra horsepower that you are looking for in a trike. Deadeye Drifters mainly 
sell this trike due to its popularity and overall high ratings. 



Deadeye Drifters have been successful in supplying riders with the fastest and safety quality drift trikes 
for nearly two decades and we won’t stop here! Our expert drift trike welders have the design genius to 

keep you looking rock solid on the road, while our topnotch mechanical engineers build you a custom 
whip fit for a superhero! Don’t wait and watch your buddies pass you up in the coolest sport to hit the 
road. Call us today and we’ll get your new drift trike to you fast!  
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Energize Your Drift Trike with The Best Parts 

 For the mechanically inclined handymen and handywomen out there, Deadeye 
Drifters have all the parts you need to put together your very own drift trike. If you 

want to know how to build a drift trike, our drift trike DIY methods are easy 
enough to follow but thorough enough to ensure proper functioning and safety. 
There’s nothing more incredible than a drift trike build that you can be proud of, 

one that you designed and created yourself. Ask about our drift trike kits or drift 
trikes on sale! Below are the parts you’ll need for the best homemade drift trike: 

 

 

• Bike Frame (Chassis) 
o Your frame will vary in tube size depending on the size of the trike and the composition. 

Aluminum frames have a lighter weight than other metals. Large frames (50+ mm) 
accommodate larger wheels. The distance from the front and the rear axle, called the 
wheelbase, needs to be around 100 cm for the perfect grip. We sell complete kits to 
save you money and time as opposed to buying each piece of tubing and fastening them 
together yourself. 

• Motor 
o From fully built motors to motor accessories like filters, header pipes, and gas tanks, 

Deadeye Drifters can help you tailor-make your motorized drift trike to be super-fast 
and extremely efficient.  

• Wheels 
o Trikes have one big front wheel and two smaller rear wheels. For proper drifting the 

rear wheels need to be plastic or covered with PVC. This allows for a slick surface that 
forces the loss of friction necessary for drifting. The front wheels are usually 20 in 
wheels but can be purchased in varying sizes. 

• Seat 
o Trike seats come pretty standard in a plastic material with increasing sizes. What’s 

important is seat positon. Proper positioning will fasten the seat about 10 inches in front 
of the rear axles so that your weight is distributed evenly enough to maneuver the trike. 



• Axle 
o Axles are the prime points of drift motion. The space between 2 wheels, where the axle 

rests, determines how stable a drift will be. We sell complete drift axle kits! 
• Accessories 

o We have everything you need from pegs, tire sleeves, front forks, wheel sprockets, 
bearings and more. We also paint and coat your metal parts per your request. Want 
some Deadeye Gear? Head on over to our shop to browse and purchase. 

We always suit you up with some cool drift trike ideas so keep on expounding on your skills and 
we’ll keep on helping you churn out your next ride. When your drift trike is homemade it becomes a 
part of you. Ask us anytime for drift trike instructions on how to build and customize your trike if you’d 
like to get your hands dirty. Be advised that building a drift trike isn’t a plug-and-play type of craft. You 
will need some pre-existing knowledge on how to use tools such as a saw, angle grinder, welding tool 
and/or drill.  Once you complete your drift trike, don’t be afraid to upload it to YouTube and share with 
your Deadeye mates on all your triking excursions.  
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Bargain Drift Trikes with the Highest Welding Quality 
 Anybody can hit the road drifting with a quality drift trike that doesn’t make your wallet drift 

away from you. Deadeye Drifters is ahead of the 
curve when it comes to manufacturing motorized 
drift trikes. We seek and employ high quality 
welders that have a professional edge. Product 
quality is an extreme requirement here at 
Deadeye thus we never send out a drift trike we 
didn’t test ourselves. We aren’t a big-time 
corporation selling you assembly line trikes; we 
LIVE triking so we’ll know you’ll LOVE our trikes! 
And because we do everything ourselves and 

never outsource, we save you hundreds! We use quality tools like the TIG welding stick and our frames 
are always CNC bent to perfection. Each fully built trike comes ready to ride and is shipped anywhere 
nationally.  
 
What does a drift trike cost and what does it cover? 

The cost of a drift trike is anywhere from $2400 to $3400, depending on the accessories 
preferred. Each model comes with your choice of a candy color powder coat in a variety of colors from 
copper vein or ruby red to gloss black. Your drift trike will come with over 20 components and be 
equipped to run speeds up to 70 mph! Enjoy your 7 horsepower motor, spun aluminum wheels, 
hydraulic breaks, quick change sprockets and much, much more! We don’t cut corners when making 
your drift trike. The only corners that will be cut are the ones you’ll shred on a Deadeye Drift Trike. You 



will climb the trike charts and be known as the fastest, most versatile triker. Create or join a crew to 
show off your Deadeye tricks! We guarantee the trike you purchase from us will give you the thrill and 
proper trike cred that you see on screen. 

If you’re feeling like a BOSS and want a fully uniquely customized trike, pimped out to your 
liking, do not hesitate to give us a call. We love hearing new ideas and coming up with stunning 
innovations that will leave an imprint in triking history.  
 

Check out our drift trikes for sale and our refurbished drift trikes if you are 
looking for a cheaper drift trike. 

 
For local opportunities in your area, contact us today to become a Deadeye Drift Trike dealer. If 

you are looking for drift trike welding jobs, we would like your help too! Our customer base is spiking 
and YOU could be the one to exercise your skills and reap the benefits of this increasingly popular sport. 
We value customer satisfaction and safety above all else so getting a trike to a paying customer is our 

mission each day. We don’t want spectators to wander around wondering, “where can I buy a drift 
trike?” or “where is the nearest drift trike shop?” Instead, we want to be right there when their curiosity 
peaks and our service is obliged. Help us spread the gift of Deadeye! Become a part of the vastly growing 
Deadeye family by filling out the form or giving us a call today!  
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How to Become a Popular Drift Trike Pro 
 Everyone wants to know how to be a drift trike pro and how to drift on a drift trike without 
breaking your face or looking like a newbie. What’s the point of buying a drift trike if you aren’t going to 
master the art of triking? Oftentimes, trikers team up with others in the area and host drift trike events 
to share triking tips and tricks, compete locally and nationally, as well as share in the overall 
camaraderie that is present in the trike world. Many factors contribute to a great trike day: 
 
THE PERFECT DRIFT 

 Drift triking requires control of complete chaos. Your back wheels are slick and all the control is 
in the front wheels as you glide across the surface. This is called oversteering. Oversteering happens 
when the rear wheels lose grip and friction on the road before the front wheels do. The back end of the 
trike subsequently “swings out.” This is, of course, a manufactured feat as opposed to a driving flaw 
when it comes to triking. Take a look at how oversteering creates the perfect drift: 



 
 
In this drift sequence, the driver must approach the peak of the curve normally, then the driver must 
counteract the drift by steering the wheel left (or in the opposite direction of the curve) while 
maintaining control of the trike. You may spin out at the end, as force on the trike tries to get back to 
equilibrium so you’ll have to practice ending the drift to avoid a fishtail. To do this, you must subtract 
power from the swing (decrease throttle). This technique differs depending on what type of trike you 
have.  
  
AVOID TIPPING OVER 

As you approach a turn, the combined weight of you and your trike will create a force, called 
torque, that will rotate you in the direction of the heaviest portion of the object in motion. If you turn 
too quickly or speed too fast around a curve, the friction force will overcome the natural force exerted 
on a turn, releasing and often lifting up the edge of the trike closest to the inside. You’ll come tumbling 
down if you don’t understand these simple tricks: 

1. You can counteract this centripetal force by leaning in towards the apex of the curve, 
toward the inside of the turn.  

2. Purchase a trike from Deadeye that is built with physics in mind. Our trikes can come in 
wider tracks to help establish and maintain a positive center of gravity. This will allow the 
weight to distribute more properly for drifting (towards the rear of the trike) and stability 
will instantly increase. 

360S 

 Spinning around on a trike uses maneuvers that are opposite of those suggested for avoiding 
tipping. There are plenty of drift trike videos online and on YouTube that shows experienced trikers 
spinning in excellence. The gist of a 360 on a trike is forcing the wheel inwards, not counter steering, 
using your handlebars. This must be a swift motion before the sideways frictions catches up to you to 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WAS02i7uPYk


stall the trikes directional force. You still need to maintain proper equilibrium, in this case turning your 
body in the direction of the spin 

 
At Deadeye Drifters, we make the most physically sound trikes. We have to take into account a 

multitude of factors that can affect how safe your next ride is. The physics involved include the type of 
chassis, the overall layout and distance from one component to the next, and weight distribution. Buy at 
Deadeye to get the perfect drift techniques! 
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Before You Forget, Safety is of Utmost Concern 

 Like any motorized vehicle, local jurisdictions are in place to protect not only you, but all others 
that cross your path. The dangers of drift triking are evident. If correct safety precautions are not 
measured and followed, bones could be broken and worse, lives could be lost. Believe it or not, a drift 

trike crash resulted in a fatality in the Philippines 
before trike riding and racing even became a thing. 
Margarita Lu was struck by a trike motorist during a 
trike race and sustained enough injuries to die before 
she could ever reach the hospital.  You can argue that 
drift triking should be illegal, due to the speeds that a 
proper drift trike can reach, however, drift trikes are 
still classified in the same category as other 
recreational wheeled sports such a skateboards 
(because without pegs they are technically gravity 
vehicles) and bicycles (because with pegs they are 
technically push-bikes). In either case, Deadeye always 
wants you to take the proper measures to ensure 
everyone’s safety: 

• Wear proper gear, like helmets, knee and elbow pads, and reflectors. 
• Include brakes and lights, where applicable, on your build so you can enjoy a safe ride. 
• Enroll in a trike safety course if one is offered near you. 
• Watch out for other motorists! Your close proximity to the ground makes you a perfect 

candidate for roadkill. 
• Survey the grounds you intend to ride on. Potholes, dips in pavement, cracks and other 

obstacles may be the reason the white chalk outline and yellow tape is pulled out. 
• Keep your trike in mint condition. Your trike is still an operating vehicle. The more custom 

equipment you have, the more maintenance you will need to perform to ensure proper 
functioning. Even simple pedal breaks can get worn out or loosen so ALWAYS check your trike 
for safety. 

 
Cyclist ordinances may differ greatly from state to state and country to country so check with your 

local traffic law office to determine what is and isn’t permissible on a drift trike.  

http://www.philstar.com/metro/141568/speeding-tricycle-kills-trader
http://www.philstar.com/metro/141568/speeding-tricycle-kills-trader


• Most US states require you to have a driver’s license to operate a motorized trike. Some states 
require extra licensure and permits. 

• Minimum age is usually 16 years of age. Some additional parental consent required. 
• Insurance, license plates, stickers and registration are NOT required in most states. 
• Some ordinances require an endorsement that will have you take a riding skills test to be 

approved for riding. 
• Many bicycles, scooters and boards are not to exceed 20mph (this is federal law). Of course, 

with trikes, if you aren’t following the speed limits, you will get ticketed and if you catch a 
particularly persnickety cop, you might even have your trike impounded.  

With these drift trike safety tips in mind, we can avoid drift trick accidents and further traffic 
laws and regulations passed that may make it harder for drifters to catch their drift. Follow state law 
and/or licensure procedures and always be safe! While Deadeye Drifters make every trike with the 
utmost safety in mind, we assume no responsibility for crashes caused by trikes. It is YOUR 
responsibility to be responsible on the road. You can drive safe and look cool doing it too! 
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For the First Time, Deadeye Drifters Go National 

 We’ve been at this drift trike thing for nearly two decades and had the passion for welding, 
fabrication, mechanics and all things fast since we were little tikes ourselves. This means we not only 

possess the credentials and experience but also 
the drive and ambition to spread our brand as 
far as we can! Deadeye Drifters provides 
motorized tricycles to the general public as well 
as drift trike parts to individuals that build trikes. 
Over the years, we have been recognized as the 
Specialty Vehicle of Choice by annual auto 
enthusiasts and each year we grow and expand. 
When we see a fellow drifter with our trikes on 
the road, we know they are riding in supreme 
style and safety.  One of the longest standing 

drift trike producers, we aren’t just a company trying to monetize on this growing market. This isn’t a 
fad for us, IT’S A WAY OF LIFE! 
  
OUR MISSION 

 We are dedicated to excellence! This is not an ethereal, unattainable goal; this excellence is 
more than tangible and is materialized in the work we do every day. Our fingertips will forever remain 
the masters at the craft of building drift trikes and welding for professional companies.  



OUR PURPOSE 

 To manufacture the trike that will set you apart from the rest, driving you into a future where 
drift trikes become the preferred method of transportation and recreation all over the world. 

OUR MODELS 

Using the finest materials, not used metals and garbage dump parts, we birth the fastest, 
cleanest, safest drift trikes on the market. Our trikes are a mixture of classic trike sentiment and a 
developed, more custom layout that suits the evolution of modern day triking. It is our utmost desire for 
your Deadeye Drift Trike purchase to be the best purchase you’ve made all year. 

 

No matter where you are in the states, Deadeye Drifters can ship your new trike out to you. The 
price of a drift trike is highly affordable and always includes shipping. Your drift trike will be something 
you want to keep forever so why not invest in a trike manufactured the leading drift trike producers? 
We ship parts all over the country too and our specialists are always around to answer any questions 
you may have about the drift trike scene, drift trike crews and/or drift trike parts. Contact us today via 
phone, email or any of our social media channels. You can also visit our local Utah office, 1394 S. 1200 
W. Marriot-Slaterville, UT 84404. 

       

We hope to see you on the road with your new Deadeye Trike! 
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1) The Google Trends picture is linked. 
2) Each YouTube video picture is linked. You should instead, embed the video right on the website. 

Page: Types of Trikes 

1) The personality quiz uses html. The txt file includes the html that you can embed in the website. 
This is a fun quiz that compares the 3 types of trikes. 

2) The gravity and engine icon needs to be backlinked HERE as it governed by a linkware license. It 
has been modified with a silhouette of a public domain drift pike. That same drift trike was used 
along with a bolt symbol that I created. 

Page: Buy Parts 

1) Pictures used here are public domain and thus no attribution required. 

Page: Buy Trikes 

1) Pictures used here are public domain and thus no attribution required. 

Page: Drift Techniques 

1) The drifting diagram, I drew. You have full copyright to using it. 
2) All referential text is linked with in the paragraph. 

Page: Safety and Law 

1) All referential text is linked with in the paragraph. 
2) Pictures used here are public domain and thus no attribution required. 

Page: About Us 

1) Icons used here are FREEWARE and thus no linkage required. 

 

http://icons8.com/license/
http://icons8.com/license/
https://pixabay.com/en/service/terms/#usage
https://pixabay.com/en/service/terms/#usage
https://pixabay.com/en/service/terms/#usage
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